SPOTWATCHER® PRECONFIGURED
YOUR FLEXIBLE BOTTLE INSPECTION SYSTEM
With the SpotWatcher ® Preconfigured systems, you cover all requirements for the quality inspection of plastic containers.
No Matter whether you want to inspect bottles or containers, opaque or transparent objects: with the pre-configured
solutions in sizes M, L and XL, you will find the right standard system for every task.

FIND OUT
MORE.

Whether HDPE, LDPE, PE or PP, small bottles or
large containers: SpotWatcher® Preconfigured is
the right inspection solution.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS FOR VARIANTS L AND XL
The SpotWatcher® Preconfigured family combines the
adaptability of flexible INTRAVIS solutions with
our experience to pre-configured systems. With the
SpotWatcher® M, SpotWatcher® L and SpotWatcher ® XL
variants, you can choose which inspections are most
important for your process. This way your inspection
solution adapts perfectly to your needs.

If you need to inspect a fill level line or the thread
of your bottle, you can use the SpotWatcher ® L.
The SpotWatcher® XL, the largest version of the
preconfigured SpotWatcher® family, not only offers the
inspection functions of the smaller variants but also a
clamping belt conveyor as a standard for the inspection
of the bottom.

SMALL BUT COMPREHENSIVE – THE SPOTWATCHER® M
FURTHER EQUIPMENT FEATURES
With the SpotWatcher® M, you get a system that already
contains all the necessary modules for comprehensive
inspection of the most important quality criteria
for bottles and containers. The system inspects the
body, contour, neck finish and optionally the presence
and position of attached labels. With a small budget,
you already have extensive assurance about the
quality of your products.

The three variants do not differ in test speed. Whether
M, L or XL, with every system you can inspect up to
36,000 bottles per hour.
In addition, all variants also have the IntraVision
software included. With its advanced person-based user
administration, it helps to comply with important
regulations such as 21 CFR and the GMP Guide (11).
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The SpotWatcher® Preconfigured inspection criteria are:
SPOTWATCHER® M
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Object body (basic inspection)
Contour (basic inspection)
Mouth
Label

SPOTWATCHER® L
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All inspections of the SpotWatcher® M
Object body (extended inspection scope)
Contour (high-resolution inspection)
Fill level lines
Object shoulder
Base
Thread

SPOTWATCHER® XL
\\ All inspections of the SpotWatcher® L
\\ Base inspection incl. clamping belt conveyor
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